
Digital Marketing Management 

eBook Assignment

• eBook covers and titles need to 

standout to grab attention. I 

thought I’d be playful with mine

• I added my middle initial to 

provide some much needed

gravitas. What follows will no 

doubt undermine such lofty 

aspirations.  



• This chapter starts with a

brief discussion of ‘brick’ and

‘click’.

• Kim Kardashian is given as

an example of the power of

Social Media.

• Quote Eric Qualman – “Social

Media marketing is

Socialnomics and is equal to

‘word-of-mouth on steroids’”

• Reference Seth Godin and

his ‘Purple Cow’.

• Marketing has a lot of

jargon, which you need to

become familiar with but

should use sparingly.

Marketing Management Concepts



For those with a taste for

acronyms I provide a couple of

links that should sate their

appetite.

Successful digital marketing is

marketing targeted at a specific

audience. This can get very

detailed with marketers

building detailed personas.

A link to Hubspot’s persona

template is provided where the

reader can have a go at

building one.

Marketing Management Concepts



Trying to not to be too dry I

add a bit of humour suggesting

there are nearly as many

Models and Frameworks as

there are Trump tweets. It’s a

crowded field.

Many Models & Frameworks

were designed before the

arrival of digital marketing so I

just discuss a few of the

important ones.

AIDA is the grand-daddy of

them all.

Models & Frameworks



Pestle:

• Political

• Economical

• Social

• Technological

• Legal

• Economic

The ebook now discusses

Models and Frameworks that

were designed with digital

marketing in mind.

STP:

Segmentation

Targeting

Positioning

Models & Frameworks



STP - Identify the ‘Who’ and Why
by using:
• Geographics
• Demographics
• Psychographics
• Behavioural Analysis.

Allows you to create Personas to
‘Target’ the right market.

Positioning:
• Functional
• Symbolic
• Experiential

Models & Frameworks



STDC – Avinash Kaushik

• See

• Think

• Do

• Care

Cheaper to retain that to gain a

customer.

Models & Frameworks



SOSTAC – PR Smith

• Situation

• Objectives

• Strategy

• Tactics

• Action

• Control

Video of PR Smith explaining

SOSTAC in 4 mins.

Models & Frameworks



Factor influencing cost of Google
Ads:

• Bidding of Target Keywords
• Quality of the Ad
• Quality of Company’s Website
• Optimisation for Mobile

Travis Marziani’s video is an
excellent overview on how Google
Ads works.

Digital Advertising



Display Advertising:

Targeted at users through their

cookies.

Google sells Display Ads that

appear on millions of websites.

WebFX’s video lists other

companies that have their own

Display Ad Networks.

Examples of Display Ads.

• Banner ads

Digital Advertising



Examples of Display Ads.

• Social Media Ads

• Rich Media Ads

• Interstitial Ads

Digital Advertising



Video Ads

• Pre-roll

• Mid-roll

• End-roll

YouTube is naturally the leading

player in this market.

Digital Advertising



Native Advertising

Sponsored content that avoids

the hard sell.

Email Marketing

When executed well can yield very
high ROI’s.

Digital Advertising



Retargeting – Display ads are

delivered to user based on their

browsing history.

Remarketing – Reminding

customers of a product they left

in the shopping cart and didn’t

go through with the purchase.

Excellent infographic on why

businesses should engage in

remarketing.

Digital Advertising 



Any business with a digital
product can sell online, either
through their own website or
another platform.

Digital Products:

• Music mp3
• Software
• Audio books
• eBooks
• Games
• Photography
• Video

Selling Digital Media



There are numerous companies

providing e-commerce

platforms that can be

customised to business needs.

SellFy helps entrepreneurs sell

their digital products.

When you have a physical

product to sell then

eShopWorld is an option. It

offers a fully integrated e-

commerce solution that

handles everything from taxes

to shipping.

Selling Digital Media



Kim Garst’s video details 11

digital sales platforms out

there.

Selling Digital Media



Managing & Evaluating Campaigns

Got to be SMART

• Specific

• Measurable

• Achievable

• Relevant

• Time-limited

‘If you can’t measure it, you can’t 

manage it.’ (Peter Drucker)



Google Analytics:

Adding a Tag Management

system to your website allows

tools like Google Analytics to

provide valuable insights into

who is visiting your website.

Dale McManus’s video explains

Google Analytics and in a very

accessible way.

Managing & Evaluating Campaigns



5 Essentials for Campaign

management:

• Tag Management System

• Digital Analytics Tool

• Survey Tool

• Data Analysis and

Presentation Tool (Excel)

• Action Tool (combine Google

Adwords with Analytics,

Email tool)

Have a number of Key

Performance Indicators and

monitor them.

Managing & Evaluating Campaigns



Managing & Evaluating Campaigns

Social Media is a really important 
avenue for marketing. Strong 
performance here should deliver 
growth. Don’t rely too much on 
automation as content needs to be 
topical, entertaining and offer value.

Neil Patel gives his insights in how to 
ensure Social Marketing works for 
you.



Emerging Technologies have

the capacity to transform

businesses and lives.

Remember the first iPhone

launched in 2007. Look at what

followed.

List of the top 10 emerging

technologies.

Emerging Technologies



AI – It is increasingly becoming

a feature in our lives, whether

suggesting purchases, SVOD

viewing or customer service

through chatbots.

In this video I made I looked at

AI and its potential.

5G is 100 times faster than 4G.

It could lead to cable

broadband being consigned to

history.

Emerging Technologies



Internet of Things

Many of the electronic devices

we use are becoming

increasingly smarter and can

talk to eachother. This animated

video by Edureka reveals its

benefits.

Serverless Computing

Businesses no longer need to

own and manage their own

servers. Companies like AWS

Amazon can do it for them.

Biometrics

Becoming very important in the

field of security.

Emerging Technologies



Augmented Reality has been

touted as the next big tech for

some years. Its day may now

have arrived. Science Time

seems to think so.

Virtual Reality has many

compelling possibilities. What

about a visit to the Galapagos

Islands without leaving your

home. I explored this very

possibility in a documentary I

directed.

Emerging Technologies



Blockchain is not just a

something exclusively used for

cryptocurrencies. It can become

an asset to businesses.

Simplilearn’s video explains it

better than I can.

Robots are heavily involved in

the production of products, but

as they become more

intelligent thay may become

members of our families.

Emerging Technologies



Professor Hiroshi Ishiguro is at

the forefront of Humanoid

design. Here’s an interview I did

with him.

Natural Language Processing

is the technology behind

Google Translate, Smart

Assistants etc. It is an industry

that is growing exceptionally

fast.

Emerging Technologies



Quantum Computing is

thousands of times faster that

classic computers, but is still

years off becoming a practical

solution in our lives.

Emerging Technologies



When done right eBooks are

great for generating leads,

followers and broadening

awareness.

There are many tools to choose

from. Some are free, while fee

based can normally be accessed

for free during a trial period.

Most Popular Formats:

• EPUB

• Kindle AZW3

• iBook

• PDF

Designing an eBook



This eBook was designed using

Canva. It’s a very versatile and

intuitive application.

One downside is that it only

allows one to download a PDF

version which doesn’t allow for

integrated video, just

embedded.

This video by Louise Henry

gives an excellent overview of

Canva.

Designing an eBook




